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“Counselor and Chief of Staff to Secretary Clinton, Cheryl Mills, briefed 

Haitian Diaspora Leaders on Flag Day”   

 

WASHINGTON, DC May 21, 2012 -– on May 18, 2012, the US State Department 
hosted  a 32-member delegation of Haitian Diaspora Leaders in honor of Haiti’s 
Flag Day and provided a briefing to update the efforts of the U.S. Government in 
support of the Government and people of Haiti.  
 
The purpose of the briefing is within the federation’s continued effort to rally 
the Diaspora and “Friends of Haiti” to motivate their engagement and 
commitment to the recovery, reconstruction and sustained Economic 
Development efforts of Haiti.  
 
Attended by Paul Altidor, the newly appointed Haiti Ambassador to the US; Duly 
Brutus, the Haiti Ambassador to OAS; Ms. Bernice Fidelia, the Diaspora Liaison 
from the Office of President Martelly; Dr. J. Nadine Gracia, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary for Health and Human Services, Office of Minority Health;  Drs. Joseph 
Baptiste and Bernier Lauredan, President and Vice President of the Haitian 
Diaspora Federation; and Thomas Adams, the State Department Haiti Special 
Coordinator, the briefing lasted an hour and included remarks by both members 
of the Delegation and Representatives of the State Department. 
 
Counselor and Chief of Staff to Secretary Clinton Cheryl Mills told the 
delegation that she has been assigned by the Secretary of State to spearhead the 
effort and briefed the delegation on the progress, especially the emergence of 
job creation and development initiatives in the three focus areas chosen by the 
U.S Government.  In response to the members of the delegation questions, she 
underlined the importance of the diaspora engagement in the recovery and 
reconstruction effort and agreed to assist in the strengthening efforts being 
undertaken by the Federation. The briefing was followed by a reception hosted 
at the Haitian Embassy in honor of Haiti Flag Day. 
  
The Federation thanks all members of the Delegation for attending and 
participating. Special thanks go to Ambassadors Paul Altidor and Duly Brutus, 
Haiti’s ambassadors to US and OAS, Mr. Thomas Adams and staff, Haiti office of 
the Special Coordinator, for facilitating the meeting.  Lastly, the Federation 
wishes to thank the “Friends of Haiti” for their continued support to the cause 
of Haiti. --- 
 


